Township, Range, and Section is a reporting requirement for bear and mountain lion harvests. This guide offers tips on how to find that information. Please see the current year’s regulations for further information about harvest reporting requirements. Our regulations can be found here: https://fwp.mt.gov/hunt/regulations
**FIND TRS USING THE HUNT PLANNER**

Visit Hunt Planner: https://fwp.mt.gov/gis/maps/huntPlanner/?

Click location on the map. TRS is located under “General Location Information”.

If not displayed, you may have to Click the arrow next to “1 of 2”.

For more details about using the hunt planner, please visit our FAQ page located on the Hunt Planner menu.
Zooming in on the map will display the TRS. When the scale bar shows the 2km/1mi display, the Township will be outlined and labeled in gray. Zooming in one more level will display the sections within the township.
USING BASEMAP TO FIND TRS

1. Tap Layers Icon

2. Scroll to Find “Township Range Section Boundaries” layer. Tap to select layer and then return to map.
Township range and section is layer is now available on the map and will appear when a location is tapped.
USING onX TO FIND TRS

1. Tap Map Layers Icon
2. Tap Layer Library
3. Expand Hunt Section
Click + on the Sections tile. Return to map, TRS overlayed when the map is zoomed in and is available when a location is selected.